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Abstract—Despite the traction gained by the open data movement and the rise of big data and learning analytics in education, there is limited support for researchers in education to generate, access, and share experimental data using openly-available digital education platforms. To explore how this gap could be addressed and elicit requirements, we conducted a survey with 40 researchers in the field of technology-enhanced learning, examining their experience and needs handling research data. Drawing on the results of our survey, we devised a set of features that educational platforms should provide to address the identified requirements, enabling researchers in education to run studies within typical learning environments, adhere to legal and ethical frameworks concerning privacy, and share their data confidently with a wider audience. We then categorized these features into five stages that represent the user flow, namely (1) Bootstrapping Research Studies, (2) Ensuring Consent, (3) Gathering Data, (4) Managing Data Sets, and (5) Supporting Open Research and Collaboration. Our aim is to guide forthcoming research and developments to relieve researchers of the burdens of conducting data-sensitive experiments, support the adoption of best practices, and pave the way for open data policies in digital education.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a number of initiatives to encourage the adoption of open data policies across research institutions [1], [2], encompassing different subjects such as data science [3], genomics [4] and physics [5]. Bolstered by the adoption of digital technologies and the proliferation of information generated by educational platforms [6], the field of education appears poised to take part in the open data movement. In fact, open data has already been used for evidence-based research in learning analytics (LA) [7]. Nevertheless, there are ethical and privacy concerns associated with handling data in education [6], [8], which may amplify as the volume of and access to information increases. These concerns are mainly addressed by regulations such as the European Union’s (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which stipulate ethical and legal requirements for data privacy protection.

In this paper, we propose a set of features to enhance educational platforms that would allow researchers in education to conduct studies more easily, follow best practices when handling sensitive data, and publish their anonymized data sets in the spirit of open data. The paper is structured as follows. Section II provides the motivation behind our approach and highlights related work. In Section III we present our requirements elicitation process, which we conducted as a survey. In Section IV we discuss the results of our survey and the analysis through which we selected key features with which to support researchers. Section V presents these features and how we categorized them into the proposed user flow. We discuss the results in Section VI, drawing the conclusions that drive our future work.

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

Due to regulations such as the GDPR, there is a need for greater transparency in the way digital education platforms gather data from their users [9]. This requirement extends to researchers, who are often also subject to codes of conduct. Ensuring that research follows both ethical and legal frameworks is a challenge for researchers handling sensitive data [10]. Furthermore, the lack of confidence on whether the protocols followed are appropriate, together with the bureaucracy that ethics and privacy entail, hinder the path towards open data.

The main challenges of open data in education arise due to dispersion, unclear licensing, insufficient standardization of data, lack of incentives and infrastructure for data sharing, as well as ethical and data privacy issues [11]. Recent attempts to address these challenges include a data integration and sharing platform for digital education [12], standard data models for data collection in e-learning [13], as well as techniques for privacy-preserving LA [14].

Furthermore, as teachers have been shown to play an important role in selecting the tools used in their classrooms [15], researchers in education also face the potential challenge of having to adapt to platforms already in use by teachers. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no educational platform that supports both learning processes in digital settings and transparent data handling policies in a way that could foster open data. This motivates our approach to encourage research and open data in education by focusing on enhancing existing learning technologies.

III. REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION

In order to understand how to enhance learning platforms with research functionalities, we conducted an online survey. As our focus was on learning platforms already being exploited by teachers and students, we identified researchers as the key stakeholders in the requirements elicitation process. We therefore distributed the survey between December 2018 and January 2019 to 40 researchers in technology-enhanced learning and January 2019 to 40 researchers in technology-enhanced education platforms.
learning, mainly from European institutions. Building on the challenges identified in Section II, the survey asked participants about their experience in the following areas: (A) Usage of Open Data in Research, (B) Sharing Research Data, (C) Data Management and Sharing Features, and (D) Ethics and Data Privacy. The survey combined multiple-choice and open-ended questions to better understand the rationale behind responses through quantitative and qualitative data.

IV. SURVEY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section we analyze the results of the survey following the areas listed in Section III. Within each area, we present the requirements that emerged.

A. Usage of Open Data in Research

In our survey, 53% of participants used open data in their research. Specifically, they used open data to explore publicly available data (70%), to complement their own data (52%), to conduct secondary analysis (48%), to create visualizations (48%), and to reproduce other research results (35%). From these results we can infer that tools for data exploration, visualization, and analysis are needed in open data platforms (Requirement A1). The aspects of open data that respondents found most problematic were that the data format is not always easy to use (78%), the license for using the data is not always clear (53%), and data authenticity cannot always be ensured (45%). Platforms should thus support interoperable data formats, clear licensing, and data authenticity certificates (Requirement A2).

B. Sharing Research Data

Research data was shared by 48% of respondents. Their motivations for sharing included improving the transparency and accountability of their research (80%), increasing the exposure of their work (70%), allowing others to reuse and reinterpret their data (65%), fostering collaborations (60%), getting feedback on their research (60%), and allowing others to reproduce their work (55%). These motivations emphasize the need for transparency and accountability when sharing data (Requirement B1), for enabling collaboration in data platforms, and for linking new contributions to open data sets (Requirement B2). The reasons highlighted for not sharing research data included ethical and legal constraints (67%), the lack of standards and data infrastructure for data sharing (57%), the cost of preparing data and documentation for sharing (52%), and the lack of training to manage data effectively (38%). Also, 73% of participants agreed that they would be more inclined to share their research data if platforms provided guidelines and tools for data management and sharing. Thus, platforms should integrate features that help researchers handle the sharing process in a more efficient and automated way (Requirement B3). Finally, 80% of respondents would be willing to share their research data with colleagues from their research group, with the participants of the study in question (55%), and with trusted peers (50%), while 45% would want to share data openly with the public. Platforms should therefore support not only open data in the broad sense, but also sharing data with different degrees of exposure (Requirement B4).

C. Data Management and Sharing Features

On a scale of 1 (not interested) to 5 (very interested), participants were asked to rate the features presented in Fig. 1. Considering ratings 4 and 5, the following requirements emerge. A total of 78% of participants were interested in platforms providing a way to ask users to participate in research studies within the platform itself (Requirement C1). A consent management tool was considered useful by 81% of respondents, indicating that data platforms are in a suitable position to help researchers comply with existing ethical and legal regulations (Requirement C2). Moreover, 71% were interested in the automated removal of data when consent is withdrawn and 43% in allowing students to disable tracking, showing the need for tools designed to help researchers manage data privacy more effectively (Requirement C3). These results also confirmed Requirements A1, A2, and B2, as participants reported their interest in an open data repository (68%), in tools for interacting with data sets (63%), in tools to import (63%) and export (83%) data in multiple formats, and in certifying data authenticity (58%). Finally, 53% of participants showed interest in tagging data sets with a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) (Requirement C4).

D. Ethics and Data Privacy

While 58% of respondents followed an explicit code of conduct in their research, such as their institutional or national codes, 35% were not sure, and 7% did not follow any code of conduct at all. These results reveal a lack of awareness of ethical and legal requirements guiding research practices, which was reinforced by the fact that only 62% of participants had an ethics committee in their institution. These figures support Requirement C2. Furthermore, 50% of respondents tracked the consent given by subjects for their research studies, mostly on paper (80%). Only 40% of respondents had strategies or
methods in place to handle data privacy-related processes in a reproducible way and 28% did not allow subjects to access information collected about them, confirming the need for Requirement C3. Researchers also expressed the need to store experiment data in custom locations (40%), so platforms should provide the option to specify where the data collected is kept (Requirement D1).

V. USER FLOW

With a focus on the scientific method’s steps of conducting experiments and communicating results, we defined the user flow of a digital education platform supporting experimental research according to the following five processes: (1) Bootstrapping Research Studies, (2) Ensuring Consent, (3) Gathering Data, (4) Managing Data Sets, and (5) Supporting Open Research and Collaboration. We then mapped the requirements that emerged from the survey to features that would address them within the context of our user flow. Table I highlights this mapping. In supporting a user flow with these features, a digital education platform could relieve researchers of the burdens of conducting data-sensitive experiments, which could be limiting the adoption of open data practices in education. Moreover, these features are meant to empower all stakeholders, as recommended in [8]. Firstly, by creating a direct communication channel between researchers and teachers to increase transparency of how research studies are framed. Secondly, by allowing students to provide consent directly, temporarily disable tracking, and potentially withdraw consent. Finally, external contributors can participate in research in the spirit of the open data movement.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we identified a set of features necessary to encourage open research and foster open data in digital education platforms. The results of our survey showed that around half of respondents used open data and shared their own research data with others. Nevertheless, the majority of respondents had a number of concerns regarding data sharing, which were mostly linked to ethical and legal requirements. Our findings suggest that researchers in education are willing to participate in the open data movement, but require support tools to manage and share their research data.

Although our analysis is constrained by the sample size of our survey, we aim to build on our work by implementing an architecture that supports the aforementioned features, and conducting a usability study. This will allow us to evaluate which features are more valuable for researchers, validate the user interface, and receive direct feedback from stakeholders.
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